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National baseline Report Greenland

Digital Arcticism? Exploring Arctic connotations on Facebook

Tourism, nature and culture in Greenland – telling and selling a story of many ties
Ren, C., 3 May 2019

Adventurous encounters? Exploring Chinese Adventure Tourism to Greenland

Analyser la « valeur » des évènements sportifs. Le cas des Jeux d'hiver de l'arctique de 2016

Lice work: Non-human trajectories in volunteer tourism
Benali, A. & Ren, C. B., 8 Mar 2019, In : Tourist Studies. 19, 2

To Value or Not to Value the Arctic Winter Games?

Collaborative Methods in Arctic Research: Experiences from Greenland

Critical Proximity in Arctic Research. Reflections from the Arctic Winter Games 2016

Motivations for Indigenous island entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurs and behavioral economics in Greenland
Making matter in the midst of things: Engaging with tourism imponderables through research

Towards a collaborative manifesto: Configurations of tourism knowledge co-creation

Cold facts, hot topics and uncertain futures: Political and industry responses to climate changes in Greenland

Will Volunteers in a Youth Sports Event Become Paying Visitors?
Mahadevan, R. & Ren, C. B., 1 Dec 2017, In : Event Management. 21, 6, p. 789-794

Entrepreneurship - a relational approach

'Storytelling’ : Enacting Innovation in Greenland

Sommarmiv: Minnen, drömmar och materialitet

ANT: a decade of interfering with tourism

Turismeudvikling I Grønland: Afdækning og inspiration

Exploring tourism futures: A phronetic approach

Situated capacities: Exploring Arctic Winter Games 2016 upskilling initiatives

Valuation and outcomes in the Arctic Winter Games 2016: Contributions from research.

The 2016 Arctic Winter Games: “Now we do what we do best”
Ren, C. B. & Thomsen, R. C., 14 Mar 2016

Cool or hot Greenland? Exhibiting and enacting sustainable Arctic futures

Composing Greenlandic tourism futures: An Integrated Political Ecology and Actor-Network Theory Approach
Qualitative research, tourism

Sitting on Gold: A report on the use of informally acquired skills in Greenland

Smart Tourism i Region Nordjylland: Diagnose og fremtidsspor

Guest editorial: Valuing Tourism

"Much more than a song contest": Exploring Eurovision 2014 as Potlatch

ANT, tourism and situated globality: Looking down in the Anthropocene

New Configurations of Business, Technology and Culture: Insights from Tourism and Techno-Anthropology

Possible Greenland: on 'futuring' in nation branding

Postscript: Making Headways, Expanding the Field and Slowing Down

Tourism Encounters and Controversy: Ontological Politics of Tourism Development

Tourism Encounters, Controversies and Ontologies

Getting "China Ready". Challenging static and practice based configurations of the Chinese tourist

Steaming up or staying cool? Tourism Development and Greenlandic Futures in the Light of Climate Change
Bjørst, L. R. & Ren, C. B., 1 Jan 2015, In : Arctic Anthropology. 52, 1, p. 91-101

Eurovision 2014 as potlatch? Exploring mega events as cultural demonstrations of complex outcomes
Sustainability in the cultural economy

#Joinus: The outcomes of a mega event as seen through 300,000 tweets (and a few interviews)

Actor-Network Theory and Tourism Research: Approaches, implications and future opportunities

"Getting much more than a song contest". Attempts at enacting a competitive state through project events
Petersen, M. K. & Ren, C. B., 5 May 2014.

Proximity of Practice: Student-Practitioner Collaboration in Tourism

Klima og turisme: Et studie i paradoksale relationer

"Creative obstructions" and more: On cross sectorial mega-event collaboration outcomes

Auto-communicating micro-orientalism: Articulating 'Denmark' in China at the Shanghai Expo

Ordering, materiality and multiplicity: Enacting ANT in Tourism
van der Duim, R., Ren, C. B. & Jóhannesson, G. T., 1 Apr 2013, In : Tourist Studies. 13, 1, p. 3-20 18 p.

The real deal? Danish micro-Orientalism at the Shanghai World Expo 2010

The Study of Culture at the Intersection of Actor-Network Theory and Ethnology

Transforming and contesting nation branding strategies: Denmark at the Expo 2010

Auto-communication and Micro-orientalism at the Shanghai Expo 2010: Performing and regulating 'Danishness'

Envisioning Greenland: Contested naturecultures in the making

Stakeholders, high stakes and high tides: Quality of life in a small island festival context
Cultural analysis as intervention

Introduction

Actor-Network Theory and Tourism: Ordering, Materiality and Multiplicity

Gatherings: Ordering, Materiality and Multiplicity

How ANT works

Tourismscapes, Entrepreneurs and Sustainability: Enacting ANT in Tourism Studies

Dansk nation branding: Praksis i forandring?

Non-human agency, radical ontology and tourism realities

One Clear Image? Challenging Simplicity in Place Branding

Beyond hosts and guests: Translating the concept of cultural misconception

Constructing Tourism Research: a critical inquiry

Vi viser os frem - men glemmer dialogen

Assembling the Socio-material Destination: An Actor-Network Approach to Cultural Tourism Studies

Turisme bag kulissene
Contested Discourses and Practices in Tourism Development: Zakopane as an Example  

Constructing the tourist destination: A socio-material description  

Constructing the tourist destination: a socio-material description: A doctoral thesis review  

Destinationen som sted: Forsøg på en relationel konceptualisering  

Fieldwork and Games: User-centered methods in green tourism development  

Selling difference: Conceptualising culture in tourism education and management  

Anmeldelse: Tidskrift for Antropologi. Temanummer: Arbejde  

To Main Street. Shopping and Dining  
Ren, C., 1 Apr 2008, In : Jordens Folk. 1, p. 28-29 2 p.

Kampen om feriebillederne  

Kulturarv i oplevelsesøkonomien: Udfordringer til etnologiens dannelsesrejse  

Janosik is the best, yo!  

Indledning: Food and Culture  

Communicating culture and identity in tourism relations. Zakopane as an example: Ph.D.-præsentation  

Cultural Heritage And Ownership: Konferenceanmeldelse  

After Inventing the Trail: The Staging and Consumption of Outdoor Recreation  
Ren, C., 2006, In : Ethnologia Scandinavica. 36, p. 15-20

Disse skidne, små gaarde, disse smalle triste gader: Brøndstræderkvarterets liv, beboere og sanering  

Børn og barbarer: Forestillinger om den østeuropæiske fremmede  
Activities

AAUs strategiudvalg (underudvalg: Innovation og vidensamarbejde) (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
Jan 2015 → May 2015

Værdi-workshop, Arctic Winter Games 2016
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Speaker)
8 Oct 2014

Værdiskabelse og effektmåling på kulturområdet. Bidrag fra eventforskningen
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Lecturer)
13 Jun 2017

Visions of Europe in the European Song Contest
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant)
5 May 2014 → 7 May 2014

Towards more Tourism
Carina Ren (Participant)
5 Nov 2018 → 8 Nov 2018

Tourism researchers in Denmark
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant)
22 Mar 2012 → 23 Mar 2013

Tourism Management (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
1 Aug 2013 → 12 Sep 2013

Tourism Geographies (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
24 Apr 2017

Tourism, climate change and sustainability. The case of Greenland
Carina Ren (Lecturer)
31 Oct 2018

Tourism, climate change and sustainability: The case of Greenland
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Guest lecturer)
20 Oct 2016

Tourism
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Speaker)
19 Apr 2012

Theories of practice and tourism
Laura James (Lecturer), Carina Bregnholm Ren (Lecturer)
29 Sep 2018

Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning (FORMAS) (External organisation)
Carina Ren (Member)
2018 → 2019

Suburban – Zeitschrift für kritische Stadtforschung (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
24 Oct 2016

Studying food products in a destination network: - or how objects work in tourism
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Lecturer)
Dec 2011

Space & Culture (Journal)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
12 Nov 2018 → 12 Dec 2018

Space & Culture (Journal)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
19 Dec 2018

Seminaroplæg, Center for Studier af Kulturarvsformidling: Destinationer som steder og deres identitetskonfigurationer
Carina Ren (Other)
7 Mar 2019

Scientific Board member, Advances in Hospitality and Tourism Research (AHTR) (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
2014 → …

Science Studies (now: Science and Technology Studies) (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Editor)
2010 → 2012

Scandinavian Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Research (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
Oct 2012

Scandinavian Journal of Hospitality and Tourism (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
Feb 2012

Scandinavian Journal of Hospitality and Tourism (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
30 Sep 2013

Scandinavian Journal of Hospitality and Tourism (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
2 Jun 2015

Scandinavian Journal of Hospitality and Tourism (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
15 Feb 2016

Routledge (Publisher)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
23 Jan 2019
Review, PhD proposal: PhD proposal: Tourist destination development in Thailand; a socio-material perspective
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Other)
21 Sep 2011

Research talk: Digital co-creation in tourism
Carina Ren (Other)
5 Mar 2019

Prelude, Ann Sofie Thorhauge, Etnologi, Københavns Universitet
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Speaker)
26 Oct 2011

Polar Record (Journal)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
19 Jun 2019

Phd. seminar: Tourism Methodologies
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Organizer)
21 Oct 2014

Phd.-bedømmelsesudvalg, AAU (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Chairman)
1 Sep 2015 → 1 Nov 2015

Ph.D. bedømmelsesudvalg, University of Surrey (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
6 Sep 2016

Ph.D. bedømmelsesudvalg, UIT, Norges Arktiske Universitet (Event)
Carina Ren (Member)
28 Nov 2017

Ph.D. bedømmelsesudvalg, Lund Universitet (Event)
Carina Ren (Member)
27 Apr 2018

Ph.d.-bedømmelsesudvalg, Göteborg Universitet (Event)
Carina Ren (Chairman)
15 Nov 2017

Ph.d.-bedømmelsesudvalg, Göteborg Universitet (Event)
Carina Ren (Chairman)
7 Sep 2018

Ph.d.-bedømmelsesudvalg, Designskolen (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
30 Jan 2015

Panel discussion: Tourism and Climate Change: Where to next?
Carina Ren (Other)
1 Mar 2019
Paneldebatt: Hvordan kan Cultural Value Project spille ind i en dansk sammenhæng?
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Lecturer)
9 May 2017

Nordisk etnolog- og folkloristikkongres
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant)
18 Jun 2012 → 22 Jun 2012

Nordic Researcher Forum
Per Michael Johansen (Organizer), Anne Merrild Hansen (Organizer), Lill Rastad Bjørst (Organizer), Robert Chr. Thomsen (Participant), Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant), Henrik Halkier (Participant), Rikke Becker Jacobsen (Participant)
12 Oct 2017

Nordic Geographers Meeting 2013
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant)
11 Jun 2013 → 14 Jun 2013

Nordic Cruise Tourism Research Network
Carina Ren (Participant)
10 Dec 2018 → 11 Dec 2018

National Science Centre (Narodowe Centrum Nauki - NCN (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
Oct 2015

Leisure Studies (Journal)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
19 Dec 2018

Lead the future
Carina Ren (Speaker)
11 Oct 2018

Klima og mennesker
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Speaker)
1 Dec 2011 → 2 Dec 2011

Keynote: Tourism trouble - on researching and caring for messy tourism
Carina Ren (Speaker)
24 Sep 2018 → 26 Sep 2018

Karlstad University
Carina Ren (Visiting researcher)
18 Mar 2019 → 21 Mar 2019

Journal of Travel & Tourism Marketing (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
6 Aug 2013 → 15 Sep 2013

Journal of Rural Studies (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
15 Jan 2016

Journal of Place Management and Development (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
4 Aug 2015

Journal of Place Management and Development (Journal)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
13 Mar 2019

Journal of Place Management and Development (Journal)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
15 Aug 2019

Journal of Hospitality, Leisure, Sports and Tourism Education (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
10 Oct 2013

Journal of Hospitality, Leisure, Sports & Tourism Education (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
3 Jul 2013

Journal of Hospitality, Leisure, Sport & Tourism Education (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
Mar 2012

Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Research (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
10 Jul 2012 → 15 Aug 2012

Journal of Cleaner Production (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
11 Jan 2014 → 11 Feb 2014

Journal of Cleaner Production (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
2 Apr 2014

Journal of Cleaner Production (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
28 Mar 2014 → 2 Apr 2014

Journal of Cleaner Production (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
7 Jan 2014 → 7 Feb 2014

Journal of Cleaner Production (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
4 Aug 2014

Journal of China and International Relations (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
Oct 2015

Island Studies Journal (Journal)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
20 Feb 2019
Hvordan optimere brandingværdi/effekter på kulturområdet
Carina Ren (Lecturer)
25 Aug 2017

Exploring tourism futures – A phronetic approach
Daniela Chimirri (Lecturer), Carina Bregnholm Ren (Lecturer)
21 Aug 2017

Event strategies and outcomes: The case of Copenhagen
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Other)
2 Nov 2016

Eurovision værdiworkshop
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Organizer)
23 Jun 2014

Etnologisk Forum 2012
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant)
5 Oct 2012

Ethnologia Europaea (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
1 Mar 2017 → 28 Feb 2021

Entrepreneurship in Greenland
Christian Wennecke (Lecturer), Rikke Becker Jacobsen (Lecturer), Carina Ren (Lecturer)
30 Nov 2018 → 3 Dec 2018

ENTER 2020 International e-tourism conference (Event)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
15 Oct 2019

Enacting arctic destination futures – A practice approach
Daniela Chimirri (Lecturer), Carina Bregnholm Ren (Lecturer)
14 Sep 2017

Den Bibliometriske Forskningsindikator (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
1 Jan 2014

Current Issues in Tourism (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
Apr 2012

Current Issues in Tourism (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
17 Aug 2015
Culture Unbound. Journal of Current Cultural Research (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Editor)
Feb 2012 → Feb 2014

Co-creating research
Carina Ren (Lecturer)
11 Apr 2018

Chinavia II
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Speaker)
13 Jun 2014

Censor, Opplevelsesbasert Reiseliv, Agder Universitet
Carina Bregnholm Ren (External examiner)
Nov 2015 → …

Censor, Københavns Universitet, Etnologi
Carina Bregnholm Ren (External examiner)
2010 → …

CABI Publishing (Publisher)
Carina Ren (Peer reviewer)
4 Oct 2019

Big data og sociale medier. Nye metoder i arktisk forskning
Carina Ren (Speaker), Anders Kristian Munk (Speaker), Anders Koed Madsen (Speaker)
6 Dec 2018

Bedømmelsesudvalg AAU, adjunktur (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member (Appointed by AAU))
Feb 2016

Bedømmelsesudvalg, RUC, kontinuitetslektor (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
Dec 2015

Bedømmelseskomité, ph.d.-stilling (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)

ATLAS - The Association of Tourism and Leisure Education (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
1 Jan 2013

ATLAS Annual Conference 2014
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant)

ATLAS annual conference
Carina Ren (Organizer), Karina Madsen Smed (Organizer)
26 Sep 2018 → 29 Sep 2018

ARCTISEN kick-off seminar
Carina Ren (Participant)
26 Nov 2018 → 28 Nov 2018
Arbejdsgreuppen for videnssamarbejde, HUM
Carina Ren (Other)
2016 → 2019

Annals of Tourism Research (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
30 Nov 2015

Annals of Tourism Research (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Peer reviewer)
30 Oct 2015

Akademisk kvartier (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
Aug 2012

Advances in Hospitality and Tourism Research (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
3 May 2014 → 3 Jun 2014

Advances In Hospitality and Tourism Research (Journal)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Reviewer)
25 Sep 2014

Advances In Hospitality and Tourism Research (External organisation)
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Member)
1 Jun 2013 → ...

Actor-Network Theory and multiplicity in Tourism: Tourism studies and tourism theory
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Other)
22 Sep 2015 → 23 Sep 2015

23rd Nordic Symposium in Tourism and Hospitality Research
Carina Bregnholm Ren (Participant)
2 Oct 2014 → 4 Oct 2014